
  

Excel: A Built-In Dashboard Camera 
 
Excel has a built-in CAMERA feature (and always has had!) that allows you to take a picture (or 
pictures) of a portion (or portions) of your spreadsheet - creating a visual reference on another 
part of your spreadsheet. 
 
Maybe you find that you would like to view data from one worksheet while working on 
another. Or you want one screen to display what is going on in various parts (pages) of your 
spreadsheet. You can “take a picture”…which…by the way is “live” (self-updating). These views 
are often referred to as “Dashboards”…because, like in a vehicle, a dashboard shows you 
what’s going on in various parts of your car (in this case…spreadsheet). 
 
Let’s call the part of your spreadsheet where you want to “see everything” the dashboard. The 
parts of your spreadsheet that you’ll be integrating into the dashboard…we’ll call those the 
sources. 
 
1. First, add the CAMERA to your Quick Access Toolbar: 

a. Click the  at the end of your Quick Access Toolbar and choose MORE COMMANDS. 
b. At the Excel Options windows – click the  beside the POPULAR COMMANDS drop-

down (located above the left-hand panel) and choose ALL COMMANDS. 
c. Scroll down to CAMERA (didn’t know that sucker was there – did you! Been there 20 

years!) 
d. Click on CAMERA then click the ADD button between the two panels. Then click OK. 

2. Decide where you want your dashboard. It is often the area of spreadsheet surrounding the 
data that you want as the main focus of your report/presentation. Make sure there’s empty 
space around (to hold your dashboard elements). 

3. Find, and select, an area of data that you would like to use as a source for your dashboard. 
4. Click the CAMERA icon. 
5. Now click on the cell at the top-left corner of your dashboard area. Note: you can click 

(locate) this data on another sheet, in the workbook – but you must have added the new 
sheet before clicking the Camera…you can’t ADD a new sheet in the middle of this process. 

6. There you go – a “snapshot” of the selected data. 
7. Go select and camera-click other sources and add them to your dashboard, if you want. 
8. And remember…you change any data in any of the sources…and your dashboard views will 

automatically update! How exciting is that! 
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